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  23 
Highlights   24 

• Milk and blood responses to BNT162b2 vaccine are initially isotype 25 
discordant  26 

• Immune transfer via milk to suckling infants occurs by spike-reactive SIgA 27 
and T cells 28 

• Spike-reactive SIgA in the breastmilk is non-neutralizing and T-cell 29 
independent 30 

• Lactating vs non-lactating HCW had distinct cellular responses, despite 31 
similar NT50 32 
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Abstract   34 
 35 
In view of data scarcity to guide decision-making in breastfeeding women, we 36 

evaluated how mRNA vaccines impact immune response of lactating health care 37 

workers (HCW) and the effector profile of breast milk transferred immune 38 

protection. We show that upon BNT162b2 vaccination, immune transfer via milk 39 

to suckling infants occurs through secretory IgA (SIgA) and T cells. Functionally, 40 

spike-SIgA was non-neutralizing and its titers were unaffected by vaccine 41 

boosting, indicating that spike-SIgA is produced in a T-cell independent manner 42 

by mammary gland. Even though their milk was devoid of neutralizing antibodies, 43 

we found that lactating women had higher frequencies of RBD-reactive circulating 44 

memory B cells and more RBD-IgG antibodies, when compared to controls. 45 

Nonetheless, blood neutralization titers in lactating and non-lactating HCW were 46 

similar. Further studies are required to determine transferred antibodies and 47 

spike-T cells complete functional profile and whether they can mediate protection 48 

in the suckling infant. 49 
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Introduction 57 
 58 
Initial COVID-19 clinical trials of mRNA vaccines excluded lactating women, 59 

causing a dearth of data to guide vaccine decision-making by health authorities 60 

1. Even after vaccine emergency authorization, breastfeeding HCW have been 61 

advised to discontinue breastfeeding upon receiving COVID-19 mRNA vaccine 2. 62 

This is especially worrisome since infants are the children’s age group most 63 

affected by COVID-19 3,4. In view of the physiological alterations observed in 64 

lactating women and of the crucial role of breastmilk in providing immunity to the 65 

suckling infant, there is a pressing need to foresee how mRNA vaccines impact 66 

immune responses in lactating mothers and to uncover the effector profile of 67 

breast milk transferred immune protection. 68 

Infants have an immature immune system and rely on the transfer of maternal 69 

immune cells and antibodies via the breastmilk to provide them with immunity 5-70 

9. Breastmilk humoral and cellular content changes during lactation, mirroring the 71 

development of the infant’s own immune system and digestive tract, but is 72 

present in the milk during at least the first year of infant life 6,10,11.  73 

Human breastmilk contains a wide variety of immunoglobulins, including IgA 74 

(~90%), IgM (~8%) and IgG (~2%) 12. While human milk IgG mostly originates 75 

from the blood, milk IgA and IgM originate from mucosa-associated lymphatic 76 

tissue (MALT) 13,14. At the mucosa sites, IgA and IgM are secreted in the form of 77 

polymeric antibodies complexed to j-chain and secretory component proteins 13. 78 

The secretory component plays a critical role in protecting SIgA and IgM from 79 

proteolytic cleavage in the gut, facilitating their digestive traffic, systemic uptake 80 

and tissue distribution in the infant 14. Importantly, neutralizing SIgA antibodies 81 

elicited through maternal vaccination protect suckling infants from respiratory 82 
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disease upon transfer via breastmilk 15. Few recent reports have documented IgA 83 

presence in the breastmilk in response to COVID-19 mRNA vaccines 16-20. 84 

Nonetheless, it remains to be addressed whether vaccine elicited milk IgA is 85 

produced in the mammary mucosa in its secretory SIgA form or if it is provided 86 

as monomeric IgA form by the blood. Moreover, it is currently unknown if vaccine 87 

elicited milk IgA can confer immune protection to the infant through viral 88 

neutralization. 89 

In addition to antibodies, breast milk contains several types of maternal immune 90 

cells, including B and T cells 10,21,22. Milk lymphocytes are more activated and/or 91 

differentiated than their blood counterparts, with milk T cells comprising almost 92 

exclusively of effector memory cells and with B cells containing mainly class-93 

switched IgD-memory B cells and plasma cells 23-27. Several lines of evidence 94 

support that milk B and T cells are capable of withstanding gastric environment 95 

28-30, enter blood circulation 31,32 and be distributed into infant tissues 33,34. Recent 96 

studies including human-based ones have indicated that transfer of maternal 97 

lymphocytes via breast milk greatly assists the newborn’s immune system 14.	It 98 

has been previously shown that mRNA vaccines induce spike reactive B and T 99 

cells in the blood 35,36. However, it remains to be addressed whether those 100 

vaccines can elicit local mucosal T and B cell responses which could be 101 

transferred to the suckling infant via breastmilk. 102 

Prolactin, the hormone that promotes lactation, also functions as a cytokine 103 

stimulating lymphocyte proliferation and cytokine production 37. Consequently, 104 

prolactin drives a unique immune profile, composed by increased phagocytic and 105 

cytolytic activities and B and T cell activation. A couple of recent studies have 106 

shown that antibody production between lactating and non-lactating women 107 
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receiving COVID-19 mRNA vaccines is similar 17,18. Nonetheless, how the mRNA 108 

vaccines impart on the cellular immune response of lactating women has so far 109 

remained unaddressed. 110 

Here we sought to gauge the effects of mRNA vaccines on the humoral and 111 

cellular immune responses of breastfeeding women and to uncover breast milk 112 

effector immune composition. 113 

 114 

Results 115 
 116 
Milk and blood response to vaccine 1st dose are isotype discordant and 117 

non-neutralizing 118 

We collected paired breastmilk and blood samples from 14 lactating, a median of 119 

10 days after first (interquartile range (IQR), 8-12 days) and second (IQR, 9-10 120 

days) Pfizer BNT162b2 mRNA vaccine administration. Infection by SARS-CoV-2 121 

had not been reported in any of the study participants. Demographic data of the 122 

study is contained in Tables S1 and S2.  123 

We first looked at humoral response in the breastmilk and blood compartments 124 

~10 days post first vaccine dose, when protection conferred by BNT162b2 is 125 

starting 38,39, by assessing IgG, IgA and IgM antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 trimeric 126 

spike protein. All lactating women had anti-spike antibodies in circulation with 127 

9/14 triple positive for IgG, IgA and IgM, 2/14 double positive for IgG and IgM, 128 

2/14 single positive for IgG and 1/14 single positive for IgM (Fig, 1A; left graph, 129 

orange). In contrast, 8/14 presented anti-spike antibodies in the breastmilk, 130 

overwhelmingly of IgA isotype (8/8) with one donor having both IgG and IgA (Fig, 131 

1A; right graph, purple). Anti-spike IgG and IgA antibody levels were higher in the 132 

blood (Fig. 1B; orange) and did not correlate with donors’ age (Fig. 1C).  133 
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Lactation stage affects breastmilk immune composition. Conversion from 134 

colostrum (until 3-5 days after birth) to transitional milk (from day 3-5 to 2 weeks 135 

postpartum) and finally to mature milk (from week 2 to the end of lactation) is 136 

accompanied by a decrease in milk immune components. Nonetheless, mature 137 

milk immune contents remain constant through the duration of lactation period 14. 138 

Accordingly, in our cohort, composed exclusively by mature breastmilk samples, 139 

milk IgA levels did not vary by breastfeeding duration (Fig. 1D). Interestingly, we 140 

detected a trend between milk and blood anti-spike IgA levels (Fig. 1E). 141 

Circulating and mucosal IgA are molecularly distinct. Whereas SIgA originated in 142 

the mammary mucosa is secreted in its dimeric, trimeric or tetrameric forms, 143 

blood IgA occurs as monomers 40. As mRNA vaccines are better suited at 144 

inducing systemic rather than mucosal immunity, we sought to identify the source 145 

of IgA in the breast milk. To this end, we fractionated skim milk through size 146 

exclusion chromatography and collected all fractions. Based on the calculated 147 

molecular weight (MW) range for each peak (Fig. S1) and previous protein 148 

profiles of human milk 41, oligomeric forms of SIgA (MW: 400-800 kDa) and 149 

monomeric immunoglobulins (MW: 90-170 kDa) were expected to elute in peaks 150 

O and M, respectively (Fig. 1F). We confirmed this by first running fractions O 151 

and M together with non-fractioned milk on BN-PAGE (Fig. 1G). The protein 152 

profile of non-fractionated milk is consistent with the protein profile observed on 153 

the size exclusion chromatogram (Fig. 1 F, G). Fraction O shows a smeared band 154 

above 720 kDa, likely corresponding to SIgA tetramers. Fraction M depicts a 155 

single band at ~150 kDa, probably consisting of monomeric immunoglobulins. 156 

The western blotting against human IgA corroborates the presence of IgAs in the 157 

pre-purified sample and in fraction O, but not in fraction M (Fig. 1G). These data 158 
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exclude the possibility that milk spike-reactive IgA originates from the blood and 159 

indicate that the ~150 kDa band visible in the native gel likely corresponds to IgG 160 

(Fig. 1G). Finally, we verified that SIgA recognized both trimeric spike protein and 161 

its RBD domain (Fig. 1H), confirming that anti-spike IgA antibodies are produced 162 

by the mammary mucosa in the form of SIgA and not sourced from the blood. 163 

Curiously, SIgA displayed higher reactivity towards trimeric spike than towards 164 

its RBD domain, raising questions about its neutralization activity. 165 

To gain insight into the possible neutralizing properties of milk and blood 166 

antibodies, we first assessed their endpoint titers for the RBD domain 42. Milk 167 

anti-RBD SIgA endpoint titers were lower when compared to blood IgA, IgG and 168 

IgM (Fig. 1I). We next determined their virus-neutralizing activity through a 169 

microneutralization assay using spike pseudotyped lentivirus infection of ACE-2 170 

receptor expressing 293T cell line 43. At 10d post vaccine prime, milk IgA had no 171 

neutralizing activity (Fig. 1J; purple). Curiously, even though several blood 172 

samples had moderate (1:450) and high (>1:1350) endpoint titers for IgG, IgA 173 

and IgM, only one blood sample (1/14) displayed a weak neutralizing activity (Fig. 174 

1 I, J). 175 

Altogether our data shows that SIgA is produced early (d10) by the mammary 176 

mucosa in response to the first dose of BNT162b2 vaccine. This early mammary 177 

production of SIgA likely accounts for the distinct immunoglobulin composition 178 

between the milk and blood compartments. Regardless, neither blood nor milk 179 

antibodies possess neutralizing capacity at this point. 180 

 181 

SIgA in breastmilk remains non-neutralizing even after vaccine second 182 

dose.  183 
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While, circulating neutralizing IgG to BNT162b2 vaccine are optimally detected 184 

after boost 44, it is currently unknown whether vaccine induced milk antibodies 185 

will provide neutralizing protection to the sucking infant 16-18. Contemporaneously 186 

with IgG surge in the blood (Fig. 2 A, B; orange) at a median of 10 days after 187 

vaccine second dose, we detected anti-spike and anti-RBD IgG (14/14), but not 188 

IgM (0/14), in the milk (Fig. 2 A, B; purple). Interestingly, the frequency of milk 189 

samples containing spike- and RBD-reactive SIgA was not altered (8/14), their 190 

milk levels remained constant upon vaccine boost and did not correlate with 191 

feeding duration (Fig. 2 A-C; purple). Similarly, circulating levels of IgA 192 

recognizing spike protein remained unaltered by vaccine boost (Fig. 2A; orange). 193 

However, circulating anti-RBD IgA levels were augmented after vaccine second 194 

dose (Fig. 2B; orange).  195 

Next, we wanted to know whether vaccine boost altered SIgA profile in the milk. 196 

As before, we fractionated skim milk through size exclusion chromatography and 197 

ascertained the composition of fractions O and M by western blot against human 198 

IgA (Fig. 2D, E). As can be observed in the overlay of a paired sample, the size 199 

exclusion chromatograms yield a similar profile after vaccine 1st and 2nd doses 200 

(Fig. 2D), which was similarly observed for all the breastmilk samples (Fig. S2). 201 

We compared SIgA reactivity to trimeric spike and its RBD domain after the 202 

vaccination regimen by ELISA and found that there were no differences between 203 

vaccine the first and second vaccine doses (Fig. 2 F, G). The fact that vaccine 204 

boost has no effect in the milk levels of spike- and RBD-reactive SIgA, suggests 205 

that SIgA production by the mammary mucosa in response to the vaccine is made 206 

in a T cell-independent manner. 207 
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As expected, all the plasmas from fully vaccinated lactating HCW were 208 

neutralizing (NT50: 231.24; IQR, 189.58–298.05) and comparable to an aged-209 

matched female HCW cohort (NT50: 315.54; IQR, 212.31–456.94) (Fig. 2 H, I) 210 

and to previous reports for BNT162b2 vaccine 36,44,45. Importantly, regardless of 211 

the increase in anti-spike SIgA tetramerization status none of the milk samples 212 

displayed neutralizing activity, supporting the view that SIgA tetramerization 213 

might be implicated in increasing target breadth rather than neutralization 214 

activity40. 215 

In all, our data suggest that milk vaccine induced SIgA is likely produced in a T 216 

cell independent manner. Moreover, spike- and RBD-reactive SIgA transferred 217 

by the breast milk is unlikely to provide protection to the suckling infant through 218 

SARS-CoV-2 neutralization.  219 

 220 

Lactating HCW have higher frequency of RBD-reactive memory B cells and 221 

RBD-recognizing antibodies in circulation than controls 222 

While human IgA secreting B cells are retained in the mammary gland, functional 223 

IgG secreting B cells can be transferred to the suckling infant via milk 14,25,46. We 224 

sought to evaluate whether RBD-reactive B cells were present in the milk of 225 

breastfeeding HCW after both the first and second vaccine doses. We were only 226 

able to detect CD3-CD19+ B cells in 5 out of 14 milk samples (Fig 3 A, B). 227 

Consistent with previous report 25, milk B cells were overwhelming IgD- illustrating 228 

that they had undergone class-switch (Fig 3A). Due the limited number of B cells 229 

detected we were not able to assess the presence of RBD-reactive milk B cells. 230 

Mainly due to hormonal changes, lactating women display distinct immune 231 

responses 37. To fully evaluate the B cell immune response to BTN162b2 vaccine 232 
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in this population, we determined the frequency of antibody secreting RBD-233 

reactive plasmablasts and memory B cells (Fig 3 B, C). A clear population of 234 

RBD-binding IgD- B cell population could be detected at ~10 days post vaccine 235 

first dose (Fig 3 B, C; prime), whose frequency (~1.7%) remained unaltered upon 236 

vaccine boost (Fig 3 B, C; boost). We then analyzed the frequency of RBD-237 

reactive plasmablasts and memory B cells. Both RBD-reactive plasmablasts and 238 

memory B cells were detectable after vaccine prime (Fig. 3 B, C). Upon vaccine 239 

boost, only plasmablasts appear to increase in frequency (Fig. 3 B, C). Curiously, 240 

when compared to age- and gender-matched controls, in breastfeeding HCW the 241 

effector B cell response to RBD was skewed toward memory B cells with 242 

concomitant decrease in short-lived plasmablasts (Fig. 3C). Memory B cells have 243 

been proposed to play a key role in mounting recall responses to COVID-19 244 

mRNA vaccines 44. Accordingly, breastfeeding HCW registered higher titers of 245 

circulating RBD-reactive IgG and IgA antibodies than controls (Fig. 3D). Finally, 246 

we found no correlation between the frequency of RBD-reactive total B cells or 247 

RBD-reactive memory B cells and spike/RBD-reactive IgG levels or with 248 

neutralization titers (Fig. 3 E, F). 249 

Although we were not able to detect RBD-reactive B cells, we found that lactating 250 

HCW had higher frequencies of RBD-reactive circulating memory B cells and 251 

higher RBD-IgG antibodies, when compared to controls. 252 

 253 

Spike-specific T cells are transferred through breastmilk after vaccine 254 

boost. 255 

Emerging evidence suggests the requirement of both antibody-mediated and T 256 

cell-mediated immunity for effective protection against SARS-CoV-2 47,48. 257 
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Importantly, these mammary gland T cells are transferred through the milk to the 258 

nursing infant and mediate immune protection 27,49.  259 

To detect trimeric spike specific CD4+ T cells in the milk and in circulation, we 260 

used an Activation Induced Marker (AIM) assay using OX40 and CD25 dual 261 

expression to detect spike reactivity 50-52. Out of 14 breastfeeding HCW, we could 262 

only robustly detect CD4+ T cells in the milk of 5 donors. After vaccine second 263 

dose, spike-reactive OX40+CD25+CD4+ T cells could be detected in 100% of milk 264 

samples with detectable CD4+ T cells (Fig. 4 A, B). Suggesting that in addition to 265 

non-neutralizing antibodies, spike-reactive CD4+ T cells are transferred through 266 

the breastmilk, upon mRNA vaccination. 267 

All breastfeeding vaccinated HCW possessed spike reactive OX40+CD25+CD4+ 268 

T cells (median, 0.71%; IQR, 0.38–1.07)	in circulation right after vaccine prime, 269 

and their frequency was not altered by subsequent boost (Fig 4 B, C), even 270 

though their activation state measured by CD69 expression decreased with 271 

vaccine boost (Fig. 4 B, C). Curiously, it appears that after vaccine boost 272 

breastfeeding HCW tended to have less spike-reactive CD4+ T cells when 273 

compared to vaccinated controls (Fig. 4C). In view of the role of CD4+ T cells in 274 

B cell effector differentiation, we looked if there was an association between 275 

circulating spike-reactive T cells and RBD-reactive plasmablasts and memory B 276 

cells. There was no correlation between spike-reactive T cells and RBD-reactive 277 

plasmablasts or memory B cells (Fig. 4D).  278 

All together these data show that in addition to non-neutralizing antibodies, milk 279 

also transfers spike-reactive T cells. The fact that spike-reactive T cells are only 280 

detectable in the milk after vaccine boost, reinforces the view that spike/RBD-281 
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sIgA, detected in the milk as early as 10 days post vaccine first dose, are likely 282 

the result of T-cell independent production.  283 

 284 

Discussion 285 

Recent data from Brazil has brought to the forefront that within the pediatric 286 

population, infants are among the most susceptible to and present the highest 287 

COVID-19 fatality rate 3,4,53. Yet, lactating women were excluded from initial 288 

vaccine trials and lactating HCW were often advised by national health authorities 289 

to discontinue breastfeeding upon receiving COVID-19 mRNA vaccine 2. Evolved 290 

to provide immunity to the suckling infant, lactating women display a unique 291 

immune activation state. How mRNA vaccines impact this distinct immune state 292 

and which is the breadth and effector profile of milk transferred immune response 293 

remains poorly understood. Through a combination of serology, virus 294 

neutralization assays and size exclusion chromatography we identified, to the 295 

best of our knowledge for the first time, the secretory and neutralizing properties 296 

of breastmilk transferred antibodies and cellular immunity following BNT162b2 297 

vaccination. Moreover, we immunophenotyped the B and T cell responses to the 298 

vaccine in the milk and blood of lactating women. All together, these findings 299 

indicate that a possible immune protection conferred by breastmilk will occur in a 300 

neutralization-independent T cell-dependent fashion. In addition, the higher 301 

frequency in RBD-memory B cells in lactating women raise the possibility of 302 

increased duration of vaccine conferred immune protection. 303 

A dramatic plunge of COVID-19 cases starts as early as 12 days after BNT162b2 304 

first vaccine dose 38,39. We found that early vaccine immune response in the blood 305 

and in the breastmilk was isotype discordant. Whereas, breastmilk contained 306 
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exclusively low titers of spike-reactive IgA, circulating anti-spike antibodies 307 

spanned from low to high titers and through IgG, IgA, and IgM isotypes. These 308 

results highlight the functional compartmentalization between mucosal and the 309 

systemic immunity and the limitations of systemic administered BNT162b2 310 

vaccine in eliciting a strong mucosal response 54. The function of antibodies 311 

produced within the mammary gland MALT is to provide protective immunity to 312 

the suckling infant through the secretion of polymeric antibodies complexed to j-313 

chain and secretory component proteins 13. The secretory component is essential 314 

to ensure that milk antibodies are effectively transferred via the breastmilk by 315 

providing protection from proteolytic cleavage and by facilitating systemic uptake 316 

and tissue distribution in the infant 13. Spike-reactive SIgA were detected in the 317 

breast milk of COVID-19 patients 55, nonetheless whether SIgA was similarly 318 

present in the breast milk upon mRNA vaccination had remained unaddressed. 319 

By combining size exclusion chromatography with customized spike-ELISA, we 320 

concluded that vaccination does in fact originate spike-reactive SIgA, which is 321 

secreted predominately as tetramers. We detected SIgA in 57% of milk samples. 322 

Our detected milk SIgA prevalence is on the lower-end of the interval of milk IgA 323 

prevalence (61.8% to >80%) detected by others 16-20. This discrepancy can 324 

probably be ascribed to different experimental procedures. While we detected 325 

SIgA in milk samples that had been diluted 50-fold, these previous works either 326 

used undiluted milk samples or diluted them at a maximum of 5-fold.  327 

Upon administration of influenza vaccine to pregnant women, neutralizing 328 

influenza-specific IgA are effectively transferred to breast milk 15. Whether mRNA 329 

vaccines similarly promote the transfer of neutralizing spike-specific IgA to 330 

breastmilk has remained unexplored. Our data elucidate that upon vaccination of 331 
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lactating women with BNT162b2, milk secreted spike-reactive SIgA is non-332 

neutralizing. This is in great contrast with COVID-19 infection, where neutralizing 333 

IgA occurs in the milk of infected lactating women 56. This is likely due to the fact 334 

that SARS-CoV-2 infection effectively primes airway and gut mucosa immunity, 335 

while the vaccine is defective in providing mucosal immunity. In fact, mucosal IgA 336 

secretion has been shown to play an important role in the early control of SARS-337 

CoV-2 infection 57 and a recent paper has shown that SIgA dimers cloned from 338 

COVID-19 patients display a 7-fold higher neutralization capacity when compared 339 

to IgG 58. Importantly, our results show that spike-reactive SIgA titers are not 340 

altered by vaccine second dose and that its presence in the milk precedes the 341 

detection of spike-T cells, strongly suggesting that spike-reactive SIgA is 342 

produced in a T cell-independent manner. T cell-independent IgA responses 343 

result in the production of low affinity and polyreactive antibodies 59, which could 344 

help explain the absence of neutralizing function. Moreover, BNT162b2 induced 345 

circulating IgA has been proposed to be produced also in a T-cell independent 346 

manner 60. Nevertheless, milk transferred spike-reactive SIgA could be conferring 347 

protection through non-neutralizing actions, namely through Fc-related functions 348 

such as antibody dependent cytotoxicity, complement activation and 349 

phagocytosis.  350 

An important and until now completely unexplored route for milk transferred 351 

immunity is through T cells. Previous studies have shown that milk transferred 352 

lymphocytes can survive the adverse environment of the digestive tract and seed 353 

in the infant’s tissues 30-36. This is due to a combination of a biochemical reaction 354 

between infant’s saliva and breast milk that protects lymphocytes from acid injury 355 

5-7, a decrease in enzyme and acid content in the infant’s digestive tract 61,62, and 356 
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an increase in gut permeability 31. Despite the strong experimental support that 357 

mRNA vaccine induced CD4+ T cells might play an important role in mediating 358 

protection 45,63,64 especially in suboptimal neutralizing antibodies settings 65, this 359 

is, to the best of our knowledge, the first report to detect spike-reactive T cells in 360 

the breast milk of vaccinated mothers. It is possible that milk transferred spike-361 

reactive T cells might mediate protective function by seeding in the infant’s upper 362 

respiratory tract and gut. We found that spike-reactive T cells accounted for 363 

~3.5% of milk CD4+ T cells. Even though this frequency might seem low, it is 364 

worth to have in mind that a suckling infant ingest large volumes of milk daily, 365 

which implies the ingestion of significant quantities of spike-reactive T cells. 366 

Prolactin, the hormone that induces milk production also functions as a cytokine 367 

that plays an important role in immune activation 37. Since breastfeeding women 368 

were excluded from initial vaccine trials, we sought to compare their response to 369 

BNT162b2 vaccine. We detected higher RBD-reactive IgG and IgA titers in 370 

lactating women, nonetheless their neutralization titers were undistinguishable 371 

from controls. These results are consistent with previous findings 17,18. In addition, 372 

we found that lactating women had higher frequencies of RBD-reactive memory 373 

B cells but lower frequencies of plasmablasts in circulation. Suggesting that the 374 

immune response to the vaccine in lactating women might be veered toward 375 

longer lasting memory in detriment of short-lived antibody production. Further 376 

studies will be needed to determine if these cellular differences are maintained in 377 

medium term and whether they will impact long term protection. 378 

Here we show that upon BNT162b2 vaccination immune transfer to the 379 

breastmilk does not involve neutralizing antibodies. In fact, milk transferred T 380 

cells together with non-neutralizing antibodies might play an important role in 381 
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mediating protection to SARS-CoV-2 infection in the infant. Our data also support 382 

the view that lactating women immune responses to the vaccine are qualitatively 383 

different and veered toward long-lasting memory B cell response, despite 384 

displaying equivalent neutralization antibody titers. It is worth mentioning that the 385 

results obtained represent only a snapshot of what is likely a dynamic immune 386 

response, using a small cohort. Future works using a larger sample size and 387 

longitudinal design are needed to determine whether the non-neutralizing 388 

antibodies and T cells contained in the breastmilk following BNT162b2 389 

vaccination transfer immunity to the suckling infant and to elucidate their effector 390 

mechanisms. 391 

 392 
Figure Legends 393 

Figure 1- Early response to vaccine 1st dose in the milk and in the blood are 394 

isotype discordant and non-neutralizing. 395 

(A) Levels of IgG, IgA and IgM against SARS-CoV-2 trimeric spike protein in the 396 

plasma (left graph; orange) and skim milk (right graph: purple) diluted at 1:50 in 397 

breastfeeding HCW (n=14) at ~10 days post first dose of BNT162b2 mRNA 398 

vaccine, measured by absorbance at 450 nm (OD450). Dashed line indicates 399 

assay cut off. 400 

(B) Donor matched analysis of OD450 values for IgG and IgA in plasma (orange) 401 

and in skim milk (purple) diluted at 1:50. 402 

(C) Correlation between blood IgG, IgA and IgM levels and donor’s age in years. 403 

(D) Correlation between milk IgA recognizing trimeric spike protein after the first 404 

vaccine dose and feeding duration in months. 405 

(E) Correlation between trimeric spike reactive IgA in the plasma versus skim 406 

milk. 407 
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(F) Illustrative size exclusion chromatogram of skim milk. Two fractions, 408 

designated O and M, suspected to correspond to oligomeric SIgA and monomeric 409 

immunoglobulins, were collected. 410 

(G) Unfractionated skim milk (Pre Pur) together with fractions O and M, suspected 411 

to correspond to oligomeric SIgA and monomeric immunoglobulins, and 412 

unfractionated serum sample from a COVID-19 patient (COVID+) were analysed 413 

through Blue Native PAGE (left) and a-IgA western blotting (right).  414 

(H) OD450 values of size exclusion chromatography purified SIgA recognizing 415 

trimeric spike protein or its RBD domain. 416 

(I) Endpoint titers for skim milk IgA (purple) and plasma IgG, IgA and IgM (orange) 417 

recognizing spike RBD domain.  418 

(J) Neutralization curves for plasma (orange) and skim milk (purple) for SARS-419 

CoV-2 pseudotyped virus. 420 

p values determined by ANOVA, post-hoc Turkey’s and Friedman, post-hoc 421 

Dunn’s when comparing 3 groups. p values determined by parametric paired t 422 

test and by non-parametric paired Wilcoxon test when appropriate. Pearson 423 

correlation was used for parametric data and Spearman correlation for non-424 

parametric data. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, ns = not significant.  425 

 426 

Figure 2- Neutralizing antibodies are found in the blood but not in the milk 427 

after vaccine second dose. 428 

(A) Comparison of IgG, IgA and IgM, recognizing trimeric spike protein, at 429 

median of 10 days after the first (prime) and median of 10 days after the second 430 

(boost) of BNT162b2 vaccine in the plasma (orange) and in skim milk (purple) 431 
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diluted at 1:50, measured by absorbance at 450 nm (OD450). Dashed line 432 

indicates test cut off. 433 

(B)  Comparison of IgG, IgA and IgM, recognizing spike RBD domain, performed 434 

as in (A). Dashed line indicates test cut off. 435 

(C) Correlation between milk IgG (left) and IgA (right) recognizing trimeric spike 436 

protein and feeding duration in months. 437 

(D) Illustrative size exclusion chromatogram of a skim milk samples from the 438 

second (red) and first (blue) doses. Two fractions, designated O and M, 439 

suspected to correspond to oligomeric SIgA and monomeric immunoglobulins, 440 

were collected. 441 

(E)  Unfractionated skim milk (Pre Pur) together with fractions O and M, suspected 442 

to correspond to oligomeric SIgA, respectively, were analysed through Blue 443 

Native PAGE (left) and a-IgA western blotting (right). 444 

(F, G) Comparison between the OD450 values of SEC-purified SIgA recognizing 445 

trimeric spike protein (F) or its RBD domain (G) after the first (prime) and second 446 

(boost) vaccine doses. 447 

(H) Neutralization curves for plasma (orange) and skim milk (purple) for SARS-448 

CoV-2 pseudotyped virus. 449 

(I) Neutralization titers (NT50) for SARS-CoV-2 pseudotyped virus in the plasma 450 

of nursing (orange) and non-breastfeeding (control; grey) HCW. 451 

p values determined by parametric paired t test and by non-parametric paired 452 

Wilcoxon test when appropriate. For unpaired data, Man-Whitney test was used 453 

when appropriate. Spearman correlation was used for correlative analysis. 454 

****p<0.0001, ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05, ns = not significant. 455 

 456 
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Figure 3- Lactating HCW have higher frequency of RBD-reactive memory B 457 

cells and RBD-recognizing antibodies in circulation than controls. 458 

(A) Gating strategy for CD3-CD19+IgD- in the milk, after first (prime) and second 459 

(boost) doses of BNT162b2 vaccine in breastfeeding HCW. 460 

(B) Gating strategy for circulating RBD-reactive CD3-CD19+IgD-CD20-CD27+ 461 

plasmablasts and CD3-CD19+IgD-CD20+CD27+ memory B cells. 462 

(C) Cumulative frequency of circulating CD3-CD19+ (top left) total B cells, RBD 463 

reactive CD3-CD19+IgD- B cells (top right), CD3-CD19+IgD-CD20-CD27+ 464 

plasmablasts (bottom left) and CD3-CD19+IgD-CD20+CD27+ memory B cells 465 

(bottom right) after first (prime) and second (boost) vaccine doses for nursing 466 

(orange) and after the second (boost) vaccine dose for non-breastfeeding 467 

(control; grey). 468 

(D) Endpoint titers for RBD-specific IgG, IgA and IgM from skim milk (purple) and 469 

plasma (orange) of nursing and from plasma (grey) of non-breastfeeding (control; 470 

grey) HCW. nd = non-detectable 471 

(E) Correlation between spike-specific IgG (left), RBD-specific IgG (middle), and 472 

neutralization titers (right; NT50) and the frequency of RBD-reactive CD3-473 

CD19+IgD- B cells, upon vaccine boosting. 474 

(F) Correlation between spike-specific IgG (left), RBD-specific IgG (middle), and 475 

neutralization titers (right; NT50) and the frequency of RBD-reactive CD3-476 

CD19+IgD-CD20+CD27+ memory B cells, upon vaccine boosting. 477 

p values determined by parametric paired t test and by non-parametric paired 478 

Wilcoxon test when appropriate. For unpaired data, t test was used for parametric 479 

data and Man-Whitney test was used for non-parametric data when appropriate. 480 
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Spearman correlation was used for correlative analysis. ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, * 481 

p<0.05, ns = not significant. 482 

 483 

Figure 4- Spike-specific T cells are transferred through breastmilk after 484 

vaccine boost. 485 

(A) Gating strategy for CD3+CD4+OX40+CD25+ spike specific T cells in the milk, 486 

after first (prime) and second (boost) doses of BNT162b2 vaccine in 487 

breastfeeding HCW.  488 

(B) Gating strategy of circulating CD3+CD4+OX40+CD25+ spike specific T cells, 489 

after first (prime) and second (boost) doses of BNT162b2 vaccine in 490 

breastfeeding HCW. 491 

(C) Cumulative frequency of CD3+CD4+ (left), CD3+CD4+OX40+CD25+ (middle) 492 

and of CD3+CD4+OX40+CD25+CD69+ (right) circulating T cells after first (prime) 493 

and second (boost) vaccine doses for nursing (orange) and after the second 494 

(boost) vaccine dose for non-breastfeeding (control; grey). 495 

(D) Correlation between the frequency of RBD-reactive CD3-CD19+IgD-496 

CD20+CD27+ memory B cells (right) and RBD-reactive CD3-CD19+IgD-CD20-497 

CD27+ plasmablasts cells (left) with the frequency of CD3+CD4+OX40+CD25+ 498 

circulating T cells after second vaccine dose. 499 

p values determined by parametric paired t test and by non-parametric paired 500 

Wilcoxon test when appropriate. For unpaired data, t test was used for parametric 501 

data and Man-Whitney test was used for non-parametric data when appropriate. 502 

Pearson correlation was used for correlative analysis. ***p<0.001, *p<0.05, ns = 503 

not significant. 504 

 505 
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 506 

Supplemental Figure Legends 507 

Figure S1- Standardization of molecular weight range of the 508 

chromatographic separation.  509 

(A) Chromatogram of all standard proteins run in a Superdex 200 increase 10/300 510 

GL. HWM Filtration Calibration Kit (Cytiva) were used with the following proteins: 511 

thyroglobulin (669 kDa); ferritin (450 kDa), aldolase (158 kDa), conalbumin (75 512 

kDa) and ovalbumin (44 kDa). These standard proteins were dissolved in bi-513 

distilled water and their chromatographic profiles were obtained using an UV 514 

detector.  515 

(B) Graphical representation of calibration curve of partition coefficient (Kav) of 516 

each protein versus their respective molecular weight in Daltons. The Kav was 517 

calculated through the following formula: Kav=(Ve–V0)/(Vc-V0) where Ve is the 518 

elution volume of the protein, V0 is the void volume and Vc is the column bed 519 

volume. A dispersion graph Kav vs logMW was constructed. The equation 520 

obtained for the calibration curve is: Kav = -0.322log(MW) + 1.9436, where Kav 521 

is the partition coefficient and MW is the protein molecular weight (Da). 522 

 523 

Figure S2- Size-exclusion chromatograms of breastmilk samples 524 

(Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL). 525 

(A) SEC- chromatograms of all breastmilk samples from first and second vaccine 526 

doses superposed. 527 
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  553 
STAR METHODS  554 

Study participants and human samples 555 

Blood and breastmilk from 14 nursing mothers were collected between day 7 and 556 

16 and between day 7 and 13 post-immunization with Pfizer BTN162b2 mRNA 557 

vaccine (Table S1). Blood from controls was collected between day 10 and 16 558 
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after vaccine second dose (Table S2). Blood was collected by venipuncture in 559 

EDTA tubes and breastmilk was collected with breast pump into sterile 560 

containers. Both biospecimens were immediately processed. All participants 561 

provided informed consent and all procedures were approved by NOVA Medical 562 

School ethics committee, in accordance with the provisions of the Declaration of 563 

Helsinki and the Good Clinical Practice guidelines of the International Conference 564 

on Harmonization.  565 

  566 
Peripheral blood and breastmilk cell isolation 567 

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were isolated by density gradient 568 

centrifugation (Biocoll, Merck Millipore). Breast milk cells were isolated by 569 

centrifugation. Plasma and skim milk were respectively stored at -80ºC or -20ºC 570 

until further analysis. PBMCs and breastmilk mononuclear cells were suspended 571 

in freezing media (10% DMSO in FBS) and stored at -80ºC until subsequent 572 

analysis. 573 

 574 

Flow cytometry for detection of SARS-CoV-2 reactive B and T cells 575 

RBD was labelled with an available commercial kit according to manufactor’s 576 

instructions (life technologies, A20181). For detection of SARS-CoV-2 reactive T 577 

cells, cryopreserved PBMCs were rested for 1h at 37ºC and then stimulated 578 

overnight with either 1 mg/mL of spike protein plus 5 µg/mL of anti-CD28 579 

(CD28.2) (BioLegend) cross-linked with 2.5 µg/mL of anti-mouse IgG1 (RMG1-1) 580 

(BioLegend) or with medium alone (negative control). PBMCs were stained with 581 

a fixable viability dye eFluorTM 506 (invitrogen) and surface labelled with the 582 

following antibodies all from BioLegend: anti-CD3 (UCHT1), anti-CD4 (SK3), anti-583 

OX40 (Ber-ACT35), anti-CD25 (M-A251), anti-CD69 (FN50), anti-CXCR-5 584 
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(J252D4), anti-CCR6 (G034E3), anti-CD19 (SJ25C1), anti-IgD (IA6-2), anti-585 

CD27 (O323) and anti-CD20 (2H7) and also with the RBD labelling as described 586 

above. Cells were washed, fixed with 1% PFA and acquired in BD FACS Aria III 587 

equipment (BD Biosciences) and analysed with FlowJo v10.7.3 software (Tree 588 

Star). 589 

  590 

ELISA  591 

Antibody binding to SARS-CoV-2 trimeric spike protein or its RBD domain was 592 

assessed by a previously described in-house ELISA assay 42 based on the 593 

protocol by Stadlbauer et al 66. Briefly, 96-well plates (Nunc) were coated 594 

overnight at 4ºC with 0.5 µg/ml of trimeric spike or RBD. After blocking with 3% 595 

BSA diluted in 0.05% PBS-T, serially diluted plasma samples were added and 596 

incubated for 1 h at room temperature. Plates were washed and in incubated for 597 

30 min at room temperature with 1:25,000 dilution of HRP-conjugated anti-human 598 

IgA, IgG and IgM antibodies (Abcam, ab97225/ab97215/ab97205) goat anti-599 

human IgA/IgG/IgM-HRP secondary antibodies (diluted at in 1% BSA- 0.05% 600 

PBS-T. Plates were washed and incubated with TMB substrate (BioLegend), 601 

stopped by adding phosphoric acid (Sigma) and read at 450nm. Endpoint titters 602 

were defined as the last dilution before the absorbance dropped below OD450 of 603 

0.15. This value was established using plasma from pre-pandemic samples 604 

collected from subjects not exposed to SARS-CoV-2 42. For samples that 605 

exceeded an OD450 of 0.15 at last dilution (1:10,9350), end-point titter was 606 

determined by interpolation 67. As previously described 42, in each assay we used 607 

6 internal calibrators from 2 high-, 2 medium- and 2 low-antibody producers that 608 

has been diagnosed for COVID-19 through RT-PCR of nasopharyngeal and/or 609 
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oropharyngeal swabs. As negative controls, we used pre-pandemic plasma 610 

samples collected prior to July 2019. 611 

 612 

Sample purification by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) 613 

Skim milk samples were centrifuged at 20,000x g, for 5 min at 4oC, to remove 614 

precipitates or debris prior to SEC. A volume of 200 µL of each clarified sample 615 

was injected on a Superose 200 increase 10/300 GL column coupled to an AKTA 616 

pure FPLC system (Cytiva) with UV/Visible detector at 280 nm. PBS at pH 7.4 617 

was used as elution buffer with a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. A similar procedure 618 

was applied to a sample of blood serum from a COVID-19 positive patient to 619 

serve as control. Fractions of 0.5 mL were collected and gathered according to 620 

the peaks identified in the chromatogram to be analysed on blue native 621 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (BN-PAGE) on NativePAGE 4–16% Bis-Tris 622 

gels (ThermoFisher Scientific) with NativeMark (ThermoFisher Scientific) as 623 

molecular weight marker and stained with ProBlue Safe Stain (Giotto Biotech). 624 

Western blots (WB) were performed using nitrocellulose membranes for gel 625 

transfer and goat anti-human IgA alpha chain (HRP) (Abcam) with SuperSignal™ 626 

West Pico Chemiluminescent Substrate (ThermoFischer Scientific) for antibody 627 

detection, in Trans-Blot Turbo Transfer System (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc). 628 

 629 

Production of 293T cells stably expressing human ACE2 receptor 630 

Production of 293T cells stably expressing human ACE2 receptor was done as 631 

previously described 43. Briefly, VSV-G pseudotyped lentiviruses encoding 632 

human ACE2, 293ET cells were transfected with pVSV-G, psPAX2 and pLEX-633 

ACE2 using jetPRIME (Polyplus), according to manufacturer’s instructions. 634 
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Lentiviral particles in the supernatant were collected after 3 days and were used 635 

to transduce 293T cells. Three days after transduction, puromycin (Merck, 636 

540411) was added to the medium, to a final concentration of 2.5 μg/ml, to select 637 

for infected cells. Puromycin selection was maintained until all cells in the control 638 

plate died and then reduced to half. The 293T-Ace2 cell line was passaged six 639 

times before use and kept in culture medium supplemented with 1.25 μg/ml 640 

puromycin. 641 

 642 

Production and titration of spike pseudotyped lentiviral particles 643 

To generate spike pseudotyped lentiviral particles, 6x106 293ET cells were co-644 

transfected with 8.89ug pLex-GFP reporter, 6.67µg psPAX2, and 4.44µg 645 

pCAGGS-SARS-CoV-2-Strunc D614G, using jetPRIME according to 646 

manufacturer’s instructions. The virus-containing supernatant was collected after 647 

3 days, concentrated 10 to 20-fold using Lenti-XTM Concentrator (Takara, 648 

631231), aliquoted and stored at -80ºC. Pseudovirus stocks were titrated by serial 649 

dilution and transduction of 293T-Ace2 cells. At 24h post transduction, the 650 

percentage of GFP positive cells was determined by flow cytometry, and the 651 

number of transduction units per mL was calculated.  652 

 653 

Neutralization assay 654 

Heat-inactivated skim breast milk and plasma samples were four-fold serially 655 

diluted and then incubated with spike pseudotyped lentiviral particles for 1h at 656 

37ºC. The mix was added to a pre-seeded plate of 293T-Ace2 cells, with a final 657 

MOI of 0.2. At 48h post-transduction, the fluorescent signal was measured using 658 

the GloMax Explorer System (Promega). The relative fluorescence units were 659 
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normalized to those derived from the virus control wells (cells infected in the 660 

absence of plasma or skim breast milk), after subtraction of the background in 661 

the control groups with cells only.  662 

 663 

Statistical analysis  664 

The half-maximal neutralization titre (NT50), defined as the reciprocal of the 665 

dilution at which infection was decreased by 50%, was determined using four-666 

parameter nonlinear regression (least squares regression without weighting; 667 

constraints: bottom=0) (GraphPad Prism 9). The nonparametric Wilcoxon test 668 

(paired) and Man-Whitney test (unpaired) and the parametric t test (paired and 669 

unpaired) were used as described in figure legends. Spearman and Pearson 670 

correlation test were used in correlation analysis. ANOVA with post-hoc Turkey’s 671 

multiple comparison test and Friedman with post-hoc Dunn’s multiple comparison 672 

test were used to compare means between groups. 673 
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 860 
 861 
 862 
 863 
 864 
 865 
 866 
Table S1. Demographic data of nursing health care workers. 867 

Nursing Feeding duration 
(months) 

Days post 1st 
dose 

Days post 
2nd dose 

COVID-19 
diagnostic 

1 16 10 10 No 
2 12 10 11 No 
3 7 8 7 No 
4 13 13 13 No 
5 21 13 10 No 
6 23 8 10 No 
7 13 8 8 No 
8 11 16 9 No 
9 4 10 10 No 

10 15 12 12 No 
11 9 9 7 No 
12 13 8 9 No 
13 3 8 9 No 
14 13 7 10 No 

  868 
Table S2. Demographic data of controls health care workers. 869 

Controls Days post 2nd 
dose 

COVID-19 
diagnostic 

1 10 No 
2 16 No 
3 10 No 
4 10 No 
5 10 No 
6 10 No 
7 10 No 
8 11 No 
9 11 No 

10* 11 No 
*Excluded from the study due to post-menopausal status. 870 
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Figure 4
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Figure S1
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Figure S1. Standardization of molecular weight range of the chromatographic separation. (A) Chromatogram of
 all standard proteins run in a Superdex 200 increase 10/300 GL. HWM Filtration Calibration Kit (Cytiva) were used with 
the following proteins: thyroglobulin (669 kDa); ferritin (450 kDa), aldolase (158 kDa), conalbumin (75 kDa) and 
ovalbumin (44 kDa). These standard proteins were dissolved in bi-distilled water and their chromatographic profiles 
were obtained using an UV detector. (B) Graphical representation of calibration curve of partition coefficient (Kav) of 
each protein versus their respective molecular weight in Daltons. The Kav was calculated through the following 
formula: Kav=(Ve–V0)/(Vc-V0) where Ve is the elution volume of the protein, V0 is the void volume and Vc is the 
column bed volume. A dispersion graph Kav vs logMW was constructed. The equation obtained for the calibration 
curve is: Kav = -0.322log(MW) + 1.9436, where Kav is the partition coefficient and MW is the protein molecular weight
(Da).
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Figure S2 

 
A 

 

Figure S2 - Size-exclusion chromatograms of breastmilk samples (Superdex 200 
Increase 10/300 GL). (A) SEC- chromatograms of all breastmilk samples from first and 

second vaccine doses superposed. 
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